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Three Things This Week

1. How Dare You

What it is: 16-year-old Greta Thunberg chastised world leaders at the U.N. with a

passionate speech on global warming.

Why it’s challenging: The Swedish teen activist drew criticism

(https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/24/climate/greta-thunberg-un.html) from political

pundits for her fiery speech and borderline disrespect for her audience. She even

exchanged Twitter barbs (https://time.com/5685186/greta-thunberg-changes-twitter-bio-

donald-trump-tweet/) with President Donald Trump. Whether you agree or disagree with

her climate change position, one thing must be admired: her courage. From the French

Revolution to Tiananmen Square, some of the most transformational societal changes have

been sparked by students (https://history.howstuffworks.com/historical-figures/five-times-

young-people-changed-world.htm). Right or wrong, the older we get, the more we’re apt to

not rock the boat, to maintain the status quo. But students are different. They are wide-eyed

enough to envision a new world, free from the trappings and limitations of our current state

of affairs. Our kids need our wisdom, and we need their wonder. Imagine what a wonderful

world we could create together.

2. Facebook Horizon
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What it is: A new virtual reality world (https://www.oculus.com/blog/introducing-

facebook-horizon-a-new-social-vr-world-coming-to-oculus-quest-and-the-rift-platform-

in-2020/?locale=en_US) created by Facebook launching on Oculus Quest and the Rift

Platform in 2020 promises to be a “world beyond your world.”

Why it’s theological: Horizon promises users a disembodied virtual world where there are

no “rules or limits” where you can “build a world of your own

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=Is8eXZco46Q).” But here’s the rub.

Being human means there are rules, and one of those rules is that we are embodied

creatures with real limitations. Christianity is incarnational, meaning our physical bodies are a

central aspect of our faith. “Christ took upon himself

(https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/incarnation?page=2) this human form of ours. He

became Man even as we are men…He has become like a man, so that men should be like

him.” What if, instead of escaping the physical world in order to find freedom, we fully

entered back into that world as new creations in Christ fully capable to join Him in the

ultimate renewal of all things? If your kids are into VR, ask them these two questions: Is

virtual reality just an augmented aspect of the real world, or an escape from the real world

altogether? Why does this matter?

3. iPhone 11

What it is: Apple recently unveiled their newest smartphone with a dual lens camera, a

faster chip, and better durability.

Why you’ll need a loan: Pricing starts at $699 for the base model, while the Pro goes for

$999 and the Pro Max is currently listed at $1099. While its physical dimensions

(https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/review/3081782/iphone-11-review) are identical to

the iPhone XR, the overall performance

(https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/review/3081782/iphone-11-review), battery life, and

updated camera promise buyers an upgraded experience. Apple has mastered Don
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Draper’s, and maybe Steve Jobs’, subtle art of selling products, newness. “The most

important thing in advertising is ‘new’. It creates an itch

(https://www.godotmedia.com/blog/5-mad-men-don-draper-quotes-every-marketer-

would-dig/).” But maybe it’s our obsession with newness that keeps us, and our children,

from being content with what we have. Have your kids expressed an ‘itch’ for this new

phone? What’s driving their desire to upgrade, trade in, and keep up?

Resource Spotlight: Speaking of new, Axis just published our new book on smartphone

sanity (https://www.amazon.com/Smartphone-Sanity-protect-smartphone-

balance/dp/173345912X/ref=sr_1_1?

qid=1569535558&refinements=p_27%3ADavid+Eaton&s=books&sr=1-1&text=David+Eaton),

designed to help you find balance, hope, and boundaries around your family’s smartphone

use. Get your copy today (https://www.amazon.com/Smartphone-Sanity-protect-

smartphone-balance/dp/173345912X/ref=sr_1_1?

qid=1569535558&refinements=p_27%3ADavid+Eaton&s=books&sr=1-1&text=David+Eaton)!

Just Binge Baby

It’s Fall ya’ll, and that means only one thing, premier season

(https://www.teenvogue.com/story/best-shows-fall-2019). Here’s our curated list of the top

five shows your teen will clamor to watch on broadcast TV and streaming platforms starting

this week.

1. “El Camino” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JLUn2DFW4w): Premiering October 11

on Netflix, this “Breaking Bad Movie” finally reveals what happened to Jesse Pinkman.

2. “Looking For Alaska” (http://www.johngreenbooks.com/looking-for-alaska): This Hulu

series is an adaptation from “The O.C.” and “Gossip Girl,” centering on the innate desire

students have for community and a sense of place.

3. “Daybreak” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJAu0cqp2n4): Think high school, just

with zombies! Premiering October 24 on Netflix, this series exposes post-apocalyptic life in
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California.

4. “The Mandalorian” (https://www.imdb.com/title/tt8111088/): A live-action Star Wars

series debuting on Disney in November will attempt to deliver out of this world cinematic

entertainment on the small screen. If the trailer (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=aOC8E8z_ifw) is any indication, they’ve delivered on their promise.

5. “Dollface” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftFFpOFylyE): This Hulu original features

Kat Dennings (https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0993507/?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm) as a jilted

woman trying to reconnect with the friends she lost during her longtime dating relationship.

9 PREMIUM INSIGHTS

A broader look at the world that teens inhabit.

Skim our summary or click the links to read more.

Engage your teens in conversation about their world.

They said it best:

“Here is one of the most revolutionary figures in history. He comes from the humblest of

beginnings. He never held elected office. He never had an army at his disposal. He never got

rich; he had nothing that we would associate with power and advantage. Nonetheless, what

does he accomplish? An unfathomable amount. He is almost the perfect illustration of this

idea that you have to look in the heart to know what someone’s capable of.”– Malcolm

Gladwell, speaking on the influence of Jesus in this interview

(https://religionnews.com/2013/10/09/interview-malcolm-gladwell-return-faith-writing-

david-goliath/)

Technology

Apps/Websites
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1. Have you checked out TikTok for yourself yet? The short video app has ascended the

ranks in popularity and now has its own thinkpiece in The New Yorker.

(https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/09/30/how-tiktok-holds-our-attention)It’s

worth a read in how it frames teen TikTok use as a natural reaction to the climate they are

raised in (dense with celebrity) and the tech prowess that they all possess (honed, for many,

since elementary school). While adults might never “get” TikTok, it’s worth logging in

yourself once or twice to understand how it functions. Statistics tell us that TikTok (which we

have been covering for some time) isn’t going away anytime soon. You can also check out

the Axis Parent Guide to TikTok (https://axis.org/product/membership-product-for-tiktok/)

if your teen is a devoted user of the app.

Pop Culture

Sports

2. Antonio Brown has been let go by the Patriots over troubling texts and accusations of

rape. The wide receiver has filed a grievance with the Pats over the way that his deal

dissolved (https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/20/patriots-release-antonio-brown-after-rape-

allegations.html) and cash he claims that he is owed. This chain of events was set off with

multiple allegations, which culminated in Brown’s former trainer coming forward with

evidence that Brown sexually assaulted her. The Patriots pride themselves on a no-

tolerance policy for criminal behavior, so Brown was unceremoniously cut before last

Sunday’s game. When it comes to sexual abuse, there really is no such thing as “getting

away with it” — and nobody deserves to walk away without serious consequence, either.

Social media

3. Who is Shane Dawson? (A vlogger and documentary filmmaker). Who is Jeffree Star? (A

beauty vlogger). Your teens already know, even if you didn’t, and now the two YouTube

vloggers are working together (https://mashable.com/video/shane-dawson-jeffree-star-

trailer/)on a documentary project. The trailer was released this week, and it’s an inside look
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at the role influencers play in each other’s lives. Dawson’s previous Youtuber documentary,

The Mind of Jake Paul, was considered a massive hit, and this “behind-the-scenes” film will

come out on October 1.

Trending/Memes

4. If your politically-minded teen has started casually slipping the phrase “That’s Praxis”

(https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/praxis-girl-memes/) into conversations with you, you’re

not alone. The phrase has become a meme for a certain class of young people interested in

the theories of socialism and class warfare. “Praxis” refers to the ways and means of a theory

being put into action — let’s call it the moment actions become louder than words. But

throwing around the phrase “that’s praxis” can be equal parts sarcastic and sincere. It’s a way

of acknowledging that social theories all have their shortcomings, and no political system

can fully succeed. Gen Z’s love of communitarian ideals collide with the generation’s inborn

cynicism to create this complicated meme.

5. Remember a couple of months ago when a million people on Facebook RSVPed to storm

Area 51? Well, it happened. Sort of (https://mashable.com/feature/storm-area-51-

alienstock-what-happened/). Lots of young adults worked as volunteers to bring

“Alienstock” to life on September 20, wearing tee shirts that bore the phrase from the now

infamous Facebook event: “They can’t stop all of us.” Nobody got hurt, but attendees did get

pretty high on the New Mexico scenery and lots of marijuana. We aren’t any closer to finding

out “the truth” about aliens, but we did get a temporary commune for conspiracy theorists

and bored kids who bonded over the unknown. 

Fashion/Beauty/Appearance

6. Those California surfer-style necklaces that everyone was wearing in the 90s and early

2000s are back. Yes, it’s Gen Z’s turn to love the puka shell necklace

(https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2019/9/19/20868322/puka-shell-necklace-hawaii-

noticed-vsco-girls-nostalgia). If you still have one lying around from the last time they were
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popular, your teen would probably appreciate the hand-me-down. Supermodel Gigi Hadid

wore one in Paris! These necklaces still represent a sort of wildness, a relaxed approach to

the world and a love of nature.

Teen Culture

Mental/Emotional Health

7. Could phone games help Gen Z beat anxiety (https://www.vox.com/the-

highlight/2019/9/17/20863016/anxiety-app-phone-gamification)? It’s a complicated

question: there are those who would argue that being on your phone all the time, by

definition, contributes to a feeling of alienation from the physical world, triggering anxiety by

default. On the other hand, gaming apps on smartphones are a remedy for anxiety that

teens are at least somewhat likely to use, and some proponents say they actually work.

Apps like SuperBetter and Personal Zen may provide a better way forward in helping teens

learn mindfulness, meditation, and self-soothing methods, but they certainly don’t stand in

for treatment of clinical anxiety.

Substances

8. The vape wars continue to rage on, with more and more indicators coming to light that

the habit isn’t much safer than cigarettes after all. Just in case you want to stay current,

know that Juul has ceased (https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/juul-stops-

advertising-cigarettes-replaces-ceo-65853645) all of its e-cigarette advertising, citing safety

concerns, and also replaced their CEO. Only time will tell if this does anything to stem the

changing tide of public opinion about vaping.

Resource

9. A new book (https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2019/september-web-

only/twentysomething-soul-clydesdale-garces-foley.html)reviewed in Christianity Today

this week may serve as an excellent resource for those trying to understand the inner
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spiritual workings of the young adults in their lives. Tim Clydesdale’s The Twentysomething

Soul seeks to take another look at the “least religious” generation, as they have been

deemed.

Based on a ton of original research that took the form of surveying and interviewing

thousands of young adults, the book asserts that younger people these days simply view

institutions differently, and many practice an “eclectic spirituality” and pray and worship

often. For all of the bad news we often hear about how young people are leaving the church

in droves, this book offers a tempered and different perspective based on data and a

historical understanding of how young people act.

Keep the Faith!
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